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SOLAR ILLUMINATION
Celebrate Summer wi th

CSCLED

Utilize the sustainable power of solar LED 
lighting and upgrade your outdoor spaces



COTTAGES
Cottages tend to be a place that 
people use to escape their busy 
day-to-day lives and get back 
to nature. By switching to solar 
power at your cottage, you can 
truly achieve this. Not only is 
this lifestyle appealing to many, 
but it’s a financially responsible 
decision for your home away 
from home. 

With solar powered lights, you 
are no longer tied to paying high 
electrical bills for a property that 
may only be used seasonally. 
This also means that no matter 
how rural your cabin is, you 
won’t be left in the dark due to 
unforeseen power-outages. 

MARINAS
Whether you are a large marina 
or a small one, businesses of 
all sizes are seizing the financial 
advantages that solar power 
has to offer. Not only will it save 
you money but customers may 
also be drawn to businesses 
that put forth an effort to be 
sustainable.

Whether the CSC LED solar 
powered flood lights are 
mounted on the building, 
the dock, or on a post, they 
provide a reliable and easy to 
maintain option for marinas 
while looking aesthetically 
pleasing because of the lack 
of cords and wires. 

PATIOS
Backyard lighting can extend 
the use of your patio and 
summer enjoyment with family 
and friends. 

The addition of solar powered 
CSC LED lights will not only 
provide beautiful illumination 
and ambiance to your outdoor 
space, but they can help provide 
a sense of security with their 
automatic on / off feature and 
built-in motion sensor. 

CSCLED Providers of Commercial and Industrial LED Lighting



GO SOLAR

www.csc-led.com

Product # SFL-10W-7200-50K
Power 10W
Colour Temp 5000K
Lumens 1,080 lm
Battery 3.7V replaceable, 7200 mAh
IP rating IP65
Beam angle 90º
Detection angle 180° (<8 metres)
Housing Black
Dimension 300 x 215 x 35 mm
Warranty 24-month
Battery warranty 12-month

AUTO

IP65 Rating Motion SensorAutomatic On / Off User Replaceable Battery

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR SUSTAINED AMBIENT TEMPERATURES BELOW -20ºC. 
MUST BE INSTALLED IN A LOCATION WITH ADEQUATE AMOUNTS OF SUNLIGHT.

Dual Motion Sensors 
with 8 metre detection range

135º Adjustable 
Lighting Panel

360º Adjustable YokeLarge Capacity Lithium Battery 
insulated for cold climates
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SFL-10W-7200-50K

SOLAR LED FLOOD LIGHT
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CSCLED
Commercia l  and Industr ia l  LED Light ing

1-888-900-9885 | info@csc-led.com | www.csc-led.com

Ontario Head Office
8 - 540 Jamieson Parkway

Cambridge, ON Canada N3C 0G5
orders@csc-led.com

(519) 880 – 9833

British Columbia Office
121-1647 Broadway Street

Port Coquitlam, BC Canada V3C 6P8
ordersbc@csc-led.com

(778) 730 – 0448

View and download our digital resources at www.csc-led.com


